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ANGRY BIRDS CARD
Design by: GPSJane (3 Projects)
About me: Just getting started
Project skill level: easy
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Birthday Family Get Well Cards

Thank You Cards Modern Kids Teen
Celebration Celebration Cards Teacher
Gifts/Cards Family Cards Animals Cards Just
Because Cards School Cards Friend Cards
Kids Crafts Playful Clean & Simple Geometric Friends
Red bird from Angry Birds on a blue background.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut® George and
Basic Shapes Cartridge

Cricut® Cursive 101
Classmate™ Cartridge

Cricut® "Just Because"
Cards Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
Red cardstock

Black cardstock

Yellow cardstock

White cardstock

Grey cardstock

Pink cardstock

Light blue cardstock

Dark blue cardstock

PROJECT CUT FILES
angry birds - red.ccr

angry birds card.ccr

STEP 1
Cut bird layers from coloured cardstock as labeled.
Cut card from black, light blue and dark blue cardstock as labeled.

STEP 2
If you would like a black outline use the black shadow shape and apply the red body to the shadow.
Use only the middle part of the pink cutout for the tummy.

STEP 3
Assemble eyes each from, in order, large black circle, grey circle, white circle and smaller black circle with each circle touching the same
edge.

Assemble the beak from the large black triangle, yellow triangle, smaller black triangle and the red tongue leaving a small border at the
bottom edge. Cover the top of the beak with the small yellow piece but leave a black border at the top.

STEP 4
Place first the eyes then the eyebrows and beak on the red bird. Rotate the eyes and move the parts until you have the the required
expression.

STEP 5
To assemble the card place the black border over the light blue card. Use alternate pieces of the dark blue cutout to create stripes for the
background.
Stick the bird on the corner overlapping some of the black frame.
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Dress Card
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"6 Today" Card
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Happy Birthday Card
- Giraffe
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